Chapter II. Regional Social Conditions
What is the social and economic context in which the Forest Service
operates in Oregon and Washington?
Building on the previous chapter, which identified variations in national forest characteristics across the region, this section provides an
overview of the social and economic context in
which the Forest Service operates in Oregon and
Washington.
The importance of such data reflects the differences between national forest logistics, such as acres, staff, budgets, and main uses.
By understanding the social and economic conditions in which
individual forests (or even districts) are operating, we can better
understand how Forest Service efforts impact each area differently,
as well as where and how the Forest Service engages with communities, businesses, and other partners. Taken together, this data can
help the Forest Service understand how and where they should act
on the landscape. This chapter is split into three sections: the first
section looks at demographic data to gain a better perspective of
social vulnerability across the region, and the second section looks
at isolation from key amenities such as banks, hospitals, interstate
onramps, and airports. The third section demonstrates the variability of social and economic trends across the region and their relationship to national forests by showing examples of demographic
and isolation conditions around three different forests in Oregon
and Washington.
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2.1 Using Demographic
Data to Understand Social 		
Vulnerability
Research on natural hazards, climate change, and other natural and
social disturbance has found that households and communities that
are “socially vulnerable” can struggle to prepare for, respond to,
and recover from disturbances such as natural disasters, substantial
policy changes, and economic shocks, often because their limited
social and economic resources can restrict adaptability.
The national forests in Oregon and Washington are no strangers to
such slow and fast moving shocks. Transitions in the national forest
policy and global timber markets, as well as urbanization, the Great
Recession, expanded wildland urban interface (WUI) housing, and
intensified wildfires are all recent examples of such shocks.

Social vulnerability:
The ability of communities to prepare for, respond to, and recover from disturbances such
as natural disasters, substantial policy changes,
and economic shocks

In this literature, social vulnerability is typically measured using
demographic data from the Census such as poverty, level of education, and English language proficiency. These vulnerability factors resemble those linked to other social inequalities (e.g. access
to information, political power, social capital, see Cutter et al. 2003,
referenced in the data table on page 11), which can affect the ability
for households and communities to garner the resources to respond
and adapt to change.
We first provide a map of national forest system and other federal
lands in Oregon and Washington, and county lines as a reference
for the demographic maps on the following pages (see Figure 2.1,
page 11). We created a series of maps that depict demographic variables of note, using Census data to represent poverty, single mother households, educational attainment, and non-English speaking
households. In a subsequent section, we examine restoration accomplishments with a focus on understanding when and how national
forests are performing integrated restoration. Further experimentation could occur next year to see if these data sets can be effectively
integrated to understand linkages between social conditions and
where the Forest Service works.
Overall, the demographic characteristics in Oregon and Washington suggest generally better demographic conditions than the nation
as a whole, although the regional and national poverty rates are
nearly the same. However, these rates vary considerably within the
two states, with higher rates of poverty and social vulnerability in
reservation and agricultural areas.

Map 2.1
		

Data used in Chapter 2.1: Social vulnerability

Data

Source(s)
U.S. Census Bureau,
American Community Survey
5-Year Estimates

Dates

2010–2014
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Social vulnerability:1
• Individuals below poverty line
• Single mother households
• Amount of college education
• Households speaking languages other than English

Oregon and Washington federal lands and
county lines

Analysis: Following spatial vulnerability approaches in the scholarly literature, we originally planned to create
a social vulnerability index: essentially a rolled-up measure of different demographic data that previous social
vulnerability research has identified as important. Our goal was to relate a social vulnerability index to where the
national forests are conducting restoration to understand how forests’ efforts to improve ecological conditions
may relate to communities of potentially significant social vulnerability. We found that creating such a rolled-up
index masked many of the variations in social conditions across the states.
We decided to start instead by analyzing each potential variable separately, to look at the variation, range and
geographic distribution of each variable, to understand how and what we might roll together into one larger
indexed measure in the future.
What we display here are each of these identified social vulnerability measures, with a scale comparing national
rates and Oregon and Washington specific rates, in order to illustrate through shading which areas within the
region are above (lighter shading) and below (darker shading) national and regional rates.

Considerations: Analysis was conducted at the census block group level.
Using social condition variables individually also allowed us to consider what sorts of additional variables we
may want to include. In other words, we could consider what pieces of the social and demographic story were
missing from our series of maps.
As we describe in Chapter 4, the spatial information associated with accomplishments data (which we had
originally intended to link to social conditions data) would require additional linking and analytical considerations
before it could be connected to social vulnerability data, so we deemed such an analysis premature.
1
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Cutter, S. L., Boruff, B. J., and Shirley, W. L. 2003. Social vulnerability to environmental hazards. Soc.
Sci. Q., 842, 242–261.
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The map of individuals below the poverty line (Map 2.2, below) shows several areas exceding the
national poverty rate, which include pockets in southern Oregon (near the Rogue River-Siskiyou
National Forest), bordering the southern area of Mt. Hood National Forest, and some areas of northeastern Washington, primarily on reservation lands. Southeastern Oregon contains the most individuals living in poverty, but it is also one of the least densely populated. Regions such as southern
Oregon and areas east of the Gifford Pinchot National Forests have higher population densities and
higher rates of poverty compared to other regions of Washington and Oregon.

Percent of individuals below poverty line, 2014*

Map 2.3

Percent single mother households, 2014*
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Map 2.2

The map of single mother household rates (Map 2.3, below) shows that rates are the highest in central
and northeastern Washington (primarily on reservation lands, but also near Okanogan-Wenatchee
and Colville), as well as northeastern Oregon (Umatilla and Wallowa-Whitman). There are also small
areas with higher rates of single mother households west of the I-5 corridor, near forests west of the
Cascades.

Created July 2016
Ecosystem Workforce Program
University of Oregon

*Data presented by census block group level (lines on maps)
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The map of college attendance rates (Map 2.4, below) shows that college level education is generally
lower in the eastern regions of Oregon and Washington compared to the western regions of the two
states. There are particularly low rates of college attendance in the Willamette Valley east of the I-5
corridor, where many agricultural workers, immigrants, and seasonal employees live and work on tree
and agricultural farms. Similarly, in Washington (east of the Okanogan-Wenatchee), agricultural areas
have lower levels of education compared to the region as a whole, also true of reservation communities.

Map 2.4

Percent of individuals with at least some
college, 2014*

The map of households that speak languages other than English (Map 2.5, below) shows that these
households are more concentrated in central Washington, primarily in agricultural and reservation
areas that also have lower college education rates. The highest concentrations of bilingual or non-native English speakers in Oregon reside in census blocks east of Portland near Mt. Hood on reservation
land and in some agricultural areas.

Map 2.5

Percent non-English speaking households, 2014*
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*Data presented by census block group level (lines on maps)
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University of Oregon
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2.2 Measuring isolation
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In addition to demographic variables, isolation from financial resources and transportation and communication networks can also
be economically as well as socially challenging in Washington and
Oregon and can potentially increase reliance on national forest
capacities and resources. In some parts of the Pacific Northwest,
people travel long distances to access goods, services, and medical
facilities, all of which can impact their lifestyle, dependency, and
linkages to their national forests. Understanding these patterns of
isolation from services can help both individual forests understand
their communities and their access to basic services nearby, as well
as allow the Regional Office to deepen their understanding of the
varied conditions facing individual forests and Ranger Districts. For
example, natural resource-based economies in particularly isolated
landscapes may have a higher dependence on not only their nearby
public lands for employment, but also for entertainment and cultural
purposes.

Data used in Chapter 2.2: Isolation

Data

Source(s)

Dates

• Post office

Bureau of Transportation Statistics, USDOT.

Downloaded 2/12/2016

• Bank or hospital

National Highway Planning Network, Bureau of
Transportation Statistics, USDOT

Downloaded 2/15/2016

• Interstate freeway on-ramp

Board of Geographic Names, managed by USGS

Downloaded 02/2016

• Commercial airport

FDIC Current locations for all institutions. Health
Resources and Services Administration Data
Warehouse, US Dept of Health & Human Services

Data current as of 2/18/2016
(updated weekly). Hospitals
downloaded 2/19/2016

Isolation—Distance to nearest:

We created isolation maps to measure distances between all places
on the map and the closest feature, including post offices, banks or
hospitals, interstate freeway onramps, and airports.
The context map (Map 2.6, page 15) shows forest system lands, other
federal lands, as well as major freeways and highways in Oregon
and Washington as reference for the isolation maps on the following
pages.
Our first isolation map provides population density shaded blue or
red based on the political party of the congressional member elected
in each district (Map 2.7, page 15). The darker shades showing larger
populations are concentrated in western Oregon and Washington
along the interstate freeways, although over time populations east of
the Cascades have been increasing in some places. Since congressional districts have approximately equal populations, seeing district
boundaries can create a broad visual representation of population.
In addition, in the Pacific Northwest, Republican members tend to
represent less densely populated eastern districts while Democratic
members tend to hold smaller, more densely populated districts.

Analysis and considerations:
Calculated distance to each identified service in GIS. Shaded from closest (light) to furthest (dark) from service(s).
Point feature shapefiles were analyzed in ArcGIS 10.4 to create a distance layer for each variable. The distance layer was
created using the Cost Distance tool in the Spatial Analyst toolbox, which calculates the Euclidian distance from each
location in the study site to the nearest point feature.
Banks: Bank locations were geocoded to convert street addresses to Lat/Long coordinates for use in GIS applications.
Geocoding utility used was Goldberg DW. 2016. Texas A&M University Geoservices. Available online at http://geoservices.
tamu.edu.
Distances are calculated by geodesic distance (straight lines), not taking mountain ranges and accessible roads into account.
We used path distance with cost surface-network model, and ssed US TIGER files with drive times.

Map 2.6
		

Oregon and Washington, federal lands and
US highways

Map 2.7 Population density and political representation,
2015
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Services such as post offices, banks, and hospitals are clustered along the I-5 corridor. However,
the distance to post offices (Map 2.8, below) is more evenly spread across the region than banks, and
even more so than hospitals (Map 2.9, below), which are far more concentrated in population centers
and become especially sparse south and east of central Oregon. Distances to post offices are generally
shorter, and they are thus more accessible than other services like banks or hospitals.
The distance to the nearest interstate freeway on-ramp (Map 2.10, page 17) directly impacts access

Distance
nearesttobank
or hospital
Map 2.9 to
Distance
nearest
bank or hospital

Regional So cial Conditions

Map
2.8 to
Distance
nearest
post office
Distance
nearesttopost
office

S e attl e

to services, as these maps show. The distance to main roads such as freeways, given road condition
and access, weather conditions, and mountain ranges shows how isolated some communities are from
access to other services typically found along major roads. Many of the communities shown as most
isolated in these measures are near to or bordering national forest land, especially in northeastern
Washington (Colville) and eastern Oregon (southwest of Ochoco, Malheur, and Fremont-Winema),
which creates a different set of social and economic conditions from regions with similar demographics but far better access to services.
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Commercial airports in Washington, spread from east to west, are more accessible than in Oregon
where most airports are on the interstate, with the exceptions of Klamath Falls and Redmond (Map
2.11, below).
Across all of the isolation maps, southeastern Oregon (east of Fremont-Winema and south of Malheur) and northeastern Washington (between Okanagan-Wenatchee and Colville) are the most
isolated, particularly from freeway on-ramps. Some of this isolation can be explained by the large

Distance to nearest freeway ramp

Map 2.10 Distance to nearest interstate freeway on-ramp

tracts of public lands in these regions (e.g. Colville National Forest in Washington and Bureau of
Land Management lands in much of southeastern Oregon). Even with these explanations, portions
of Oregon and Washington are still notably isolated. This becomes even more striking when the
reader considers that these isolation maps were calculated by distance “as the crow flies,” not by
available road access. Complications regarding road access, mountain passes, rivers, and other
features amplify the isolation represented in these maps.

Distance to nearest commercial airport

Map 2.11 Distance to nearest commercial airport
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Olympic National Forest

Although isolation and social vulnerability can overlap, the most
socially vulnerable areas are not always the most isolated or rural areas. To demonstrate the variability of social and economic
trends across the region and their relationship to national forests, we provide examples of the range of demographic and isolation conditions around three different forests within Oregon
and Washington.

Mt. Hood National Forest
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Figure 2.1 Examples of national forests by
		
isolation and social vulnerability
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2.3 Forest spotlights
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The Olympic National Forest is in a region of relatively
high isolation and high social vulnerability.

The Mt. Hood National Forest is in a region of relatively
low isolation but high social vulnerability.

Social vulnerability:
The area surrounding the Olympic National Forest is in high poverty, with college attendance rates below the national average and
single mother household rates exceeding the national (or at least
regional) average. The region has a relatively low rate of non-English speaking households, with relatively low population density.

Social vulnerability:
The Mt. Hood National Forest, while only 30-40 miles (on the west
side) from the greater Portland area, borders areas of relatively
high social vulnerability, exceeding national non-English speaking households and poverty rates. The rate of college educated
individuals is also below the national and regional averages. Single mother household rates are mixed, but generally higher than
regional and national averages as well.

Isolation:
Surrounding federal and reservation lands (specifically the
Quinault, Skokomish, Hoh, Quileute, Makah, and S’Klallam nations), the Olympic National Forest is located in a region that is
difficult to access, with high population density only in the northeastern portion of the area. Post offices, banks and hospitals are
relatively limited in the area, only located in a few smaller towns.
Access to large population centers such as Seattle, which are in
close geodesic proximity, requires long trips on the only main
road, Highway 101, which runs between and next to the Olympic
National Forest and National Park. For example, the community
of Neah Bay (on the northwestern tip of the state) must travel between 4-5 hours (150-250 miles) to reach Seattle, or 3.5 hours (170
miles+) to reach Tacoma.

Isolation:
The forest borders the Warm Springs Reservation on the east side,
and is surrounded by areas with high concentrations of seasonal, agricultural, and forest workers. Though not isolated on its
west side, Mt. Hood serves as an example of a forest that borders
isolated communities on its more sparsely populated east side.
Communities east of Mt. Hood such as Pine Hollow require a 1.75hour (90 mile) commute to reach Redmond, or 45 minute (38 miles)
commute to The Dalles.

Wallowa-Whitman National Forest
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•

Using these measures at the Census block group level masks variations occurring at a
more local scale.

•

The selected measures do not adequately link to local inequality or disparity
considerations.

•

If rolling measures together, consider what and how different measures should be
considered. For example, does the variation in single mother households serve as a
better or worse indicator of social vulnerability than the more limited variation in nonEnglish speaking households?

•

Add in additional measures that provide important demographic information, including
income inequality/disparities, second vs. primary home, and free and reduced lunch.

•

Assess feasibility of making distance maps by roads, not in geodesic distance. Factor
in road conditions and accessibility, weather, mountain passes, and additional miles of
road around mountains, all of which impact isolation more than what is depicted on these
maps.

•

Explore potential to create index (a composite isolation measure).

•

Add in Forest Service locations (Forest- and District-level offices) to show relationship
between variables and Forest Service locations.

•

Explore potential to create index (a composite demographic and a composite isolation
measure). This includes exploring how much county-level or smaller variation would be
lost in rolling measures together, and potential weighting of variables.

•

Consider potential of Social-Economic Profiles for each national forest detailing the
populations neighboring their forests to acquaint staff with the social and economic
contexts of their forest.

•

Further explore potential of linking demographic and isolation variables to Forest Service
reported accomplishments data.
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The Wallowa-Whitman National Forest is in an area of
relatively low social vulnerability but high isolation.
Social vulnerability:
The Wallowa-Whitman’s rate of college attendance and percent of
single mother households are both close to the regional rate, and
its rate of non-English speaking households is below the regional
average. Similarly, the rate of individuals below the poverty line
in communities around the forest is far below the regional average.
Isolation:
Although all the social and economic characteristics provided
about the communities surrounding the Wallowa-Whitman show
low levels of social vulnerability, their degree of isolation impacts communities in the area. The area is sparsely populated,
with most towns along main highways. Enterprise, near the Wallowa-Whitman, is 2 hours (over 100 miles) from Pendleton, OR
(also the nearest airport) or Walla Walla, WA. Banks, hospitals,
and post offices are relatively accessible in the region, although
very limited in number and location. In particular, mountains
spread across Oregon and Washington are a limiting factor for
isolation.

Demographics related to isolation

Both demographic/social vulnerability and
isolation measures

Regional So cial Conditions

Demographics related to social
vulnerability
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Chapter Takeaway:
Both demographic characteristics and access to services varies significantly across Washington and
Oregon, even from one side of a forest to the other. Demographic conditions and isolation go hand in hand
in the region, and therefore must be considered together. Understanding what communities surround
a forest and their relative isolation has implications for community dependence on forest activities and
opportunities, as well as for local forests understanding the context in which they are managing land.
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